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In this research, we show that the interaction between territory allocation and sales force compensation—two key drivers of sales productivity—strongly affects the firm’s profitability. We analyze an agency-theoretic model that jointly considers the degree of negative or positive correlation across territory outcomes, differences in territories’ sales potentials, the agency problem with risk-averse salespeople, and the availability of both own-territory compensation elements, such as commission, and elements dependent on the performance of others, such as group commissions or tournaments.

We find that allocating salespeople to negatively correlated sales territories beneficially diversifies each salesperson’s portfolio of sales outcomes when this allocation includes a group commission pay component, and can improve profitability even with a decrease in average territory sales performance. In a larger sales force, a balanced allocation of salespeople, coupled with a group commission, dominates an imbalanced allocation. Comparing piece-rate compensation (with or without a group commission component) to tournaments alongside the allocation problem, we find that tournaments are favored over piece-rate plans when territories are highly positively correlated, territory sales potentials are similar, and salespeople have a low disutility for effort and are not very risk-averse. A piece-rate plan conversely dominates a tournament when these conditions are reversed.
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1. Introduction
Territory allocation and sales force compensation are two key drivers of sales force productivity. Territory allocation refers to the choice the firm makes to assign its salespeople to specific areas of sales responsibility (be they delineated by geography, product focus, or vertical market target segment, as noted in Zoltners and Sinha 2005 or Johnston and Marshall 2006, p. 111, for example). Compensation refers to the reward structure offered to salespeople—including salary, own-territory commission or bonus, and any elements depending on factors other than the salesperson’s own performance. Sales management research usually investigates these two problem areas separately. Yet in this research, we show that the interaction between these two important sales management decisions affects the firm’s profitability in terms of both costs (total compensation necessary to motivate sales effort) and demand results (sales productivity resulting from effort exertion). Our findings explain why a firm might consciously choose to expand into an apparently inferior sales territory, even given the ability to assign a salesperson to a better-performing territory. To study this problem, it is necessary to jointly consider several factors: the possibility of negatively or positively correlated sales outcomes across territories; differences in the inherent sales potential of various territory types; the agency problem the firm faces in employing salespeople; the availability of both own-territory compensation elements, such as commission, or elements dependent on the performance of others, such as group commissions or tournament payoffs; and risk aversion in the sales force.

The assortment of territories into which a firm allocates its salespeople can be quite varied, with allocation criteria including the salesperson’s responsibility for the product(s) to be sold, the customer accounts allocated to each salesperson, the geography
in which to operate, and/or the vertical market segment(s) to target. For example, Kodak used separate sales forces for consumer film products and business-to-business products such as blood analyzers and x-ray machines. Moreover, many pharmaceutical companies have their salespeople focus on selling particular lines of ethical drugs. Yet other firms allocate salespeople to specific end-user markets: Unisys Corporation allocates salespeople within its national subsidiaries by industry expertise (such as Financial Services, Communications, Transportation, Public Sector; Consumer and Industrial Products); and computer equipment reseller CDW separates its government/educational sales arm from its corporate arm.

In any of these territories, sales are generally characterized by a variance—great or small—in the relationship between the exertion of effort and ultimate sales; our analysis shows that own-territory variances affect the joint allocation and compensation decision of the profit-maximizing firm. Furthermore, in any one of the allocation schemes, the resulting territory types may exhibit a positive or a negative correlation across outcomes. Positive cross-territory sales correlations may occur, for example, because of the common (but stochastic) value of the company’s brand name in a competitive marketplace, or because of competitors’ actions that commonly affect different territory types. Negative cross-territory sales correlations are also observed, however, as these examples demonstrate:

- CDW’s dual sales efforts in government and corporate markets, mentioned above, represent negatively correlated opportunities; the present economic climate has led to a downturn in corporate sales, whereas a government stimulus package can herald a compensating trend upward in that part of the business.
- Gun manufacturers expanded into sales of products such as home alarm systems, safety glasses, sports clothing, stuffed toys, luggage, and bicycles to diversify beyond the nearly stagnant firearm market (which is subject to multiple legal threats); fuel revenue growth; and to improve the companies’ images. Firearms manufacturer Colt also targeted the military small-arms market, which is a different market than that for consumer firearms (Barrett 1999). These represent market expansion efforts into countercyclical product lines, which are sold through different sales processes as well.
- Sales of tree-care services show negative cross-regional correlation because of two key factors: the difference in climatic conditions across regions that affect demand and sales effort productivity, and differences across regions in economic conditions that cause the demand for tree-care services to vary.3
- Mortgage lenders were advised to diversify their lines of business and geographies to better protect against negative results in any one area (Teitelbaum 2003).
- In a multi-industry study of firms selling industrial products and services, Cross et al. (2001) found that using different sales forces to reach new market segments (i.e., practicing sales force specialization) was listed as “extremely important” by 17% of all firms, and by over 30% of firms with sales up to $499 million. Furthermore, 21% of all firms surveyed cited a diversification strategy (new markets and/or new products, suggesting the pursuit of negatively correlated business opportunities) as an “extremely important” part of the firm’s overall marketing strategy, implying that diversification is a common growth strategy and that using different sales forces to accomplish this is common.

Just as territory allocation can proceed according to various criteria, sales force compensation can also encompass multiple elements. The main focus in compensation research has been on the use of salary and commission based on own-territory sales (see, for example, Basu et al. 1985, Coughlan and Sen 1989, Coughlan and Narasimhan 1992, Lal and Srinivasan 1993), but firms use compensation elements that offer rewards based on other salespeople’s performance as well, such as group commissions (based on joint sales of multiple salespeople)4 or tournament compensation (such as sales contests, which

---

2 Source: http://www.unisys.com/industries/index.htm. In a personal interview with Francisco Mario Oliveira, former Customer Relationship Manager for Unisys (January 28, 2008), Oliveira reported that sales compensation included salary, commission on own sales, and commission on overall branch sales—thus, a group commission. He described the group commission as a good tool for cushioning sales compensation in the event of a bad outcome for a specific salesperson (consistent with our results in §3 on the role of the group commission as an insurance device).

3 Indeed, the original inspiration for this paper came from the example of The Care of Trees, a national tree-care company that faced exactly this type of negative cross-territory variation in sales and which instituted a compensation plan redesign in response that involved group commission payments in addition to the standard salary plus own-territory commission compensation. Please see the Technical Appendix A, available at http://mktsci.pubs.informs.org, for more details on The Care of Trees.

4 For example, Joseph and Kalwani (1998) found that 38% of survey respondents used division or company profit (not just own-territory performance) as a basis for awarding bonuses, and 20% reported this as the highest-weight dimension; an annual multi-industry sales force survey conducted by the Hay Group in 2006 found that in 28% of sales force compensation plans, incentive payout was based primarily on group performance at some level (Davenport et al. 2007), and one sales management/compensation consultant reported that because of high variance in the effort—sales relationship, group incentive payments are commonly offered (in about 30%–40% of cases) in the first 12 months after the launch.
involve comparisons between different salespeople’s performance and the granting of a larger award to a higher-selling salesperson. Group incentive payments are believed to have negative incentive effects because they can facilitate free-riding by some on the efforts of others, thus demotivating strong salespeople: “The question they [salespeople] ask themselves is ‘why should I bust a gut to cover up for the incompetence of others?’” (Barry 2006, p. 14). Despite this concern, group compensation incentives clearly persist, suggesting that other factors must counterbalance the negative effect of free-riding under certain circumstances.

The risk aversion of the sales force also creates a challenge for sales force management. One research study calibrated a decision-support model in a small sales force and found that five out of six salespeople were indeed risk-averse (Darmon and Rouzies 2002). Stanton and Spiro (1999) list one of the strengths of a salary being the “assured regularity of income [that] gives the salesperson a considerable degree of security” and its provision of “stability of earnings, without the wide fluctuations often found in commission plans” (p. 290); similarly, Johnston and Marshall (2006) argue that salary is especially useful “when compensating new sales reps,” while one of the disadvantages of commission is that “sales reps have little financial security” (p. 338).

Our investigation shows that territory allocation decisions, combined with the appropriate compensation choices, can mitigate the negative agency effects of managing risk-averse salespeople. Our analysis takes into account not only the risk aversion of the sales force and the sales potentials and variances of sales territories, but also the correlation between sales outcomes across territory types; the firm’s territory-allocation decision (and the nature of the optimal compensation plan) is shown to depend jointly on all of these factors. Prior agency-theoretic literature (reviewed in §1.1) has considered the first three of these factors, given its focus on examining the impact of effort unobservability and, hence moral hazard, on compensation and profitability outcomes (see, for instance, Basu et al. 1985, Lal and Srinivasan 1993). Prior literature does not examine cross-territory covariances in sales outcomes, and our analysis therefore is able to shed light on the joint allocation-compensation decision in a way prior literature cannot. To attack our research problem, we build a model wherein a firm allocates each salesperson to a specific territory and where territories may vary in their types. Concomitant with the allocation choice, the firm must set the compensation structure (piece-rate, piece-rate plus group commission, or tournament) as well as the specific amounts of pay to be awarded for various performance levels. Viewing one’s own allocation to a particular type of sales territory as well as the compensation plan offered, each salesperson makes his effort decision, sales are realized, and compensation and profits are earned.

We first analyze territory allocations when the firm chooses either a pure piece-rate or piece-rate plus group commission compensation plan. The results show that group commissions have no role to play when territory outcomes are positively correlated. However, with negatively correlated sales territories, (1) purposely choosing to allocate salespeople to obviously inferior territory types (thus diversifying the sales force) and (2) providing a group commission payment are both jointly optimal behaviors. This result holds because the lower average productivity of a diversified sales force is counterbalanced by the benefit of diversifying the portfolio of sales outcomes across the firm and the firm’s ability to share the diversification benefits with the risk-averse sales force via group commissions, which serve to decrease the variability of the overall compensation plan. The logic is that the allocation of salespeople to different territory types, coupled with group incentives, effectively diversifies the reward the salesperson accrues in return for effort in his own territory and thus reduces the risk inherent in exerting high effort levels in a territory subject to variance in outcomes, which in turn increases the firm’s sales and profits.

This result is reminiscent of the classic “portfolio diversification” insight from the finance literature. However, financial portfolio theory is not sufficient to explain our approach to the problem. This is because in the diversification of a financial portfolio, the productivities (i.e., returns) of individual stocks chosen as elements of the portfolio themselves do not change because of their inclusion in the portfolio. In contrast, the salesperson’s optimal effort level, and the total compensation necessary to motivate high effort, can be expected to change as a result of the territories or heterogeneity in either salespeople’s abilities or in minimum acceptable utilities. Our model does not explicitly consider these factors, but our results nevertheless provide some intuition into the effects such factors have on allocation and compensation outcomes; these are discussed later in the paper.

5 Other related factors can affect firms’ territory-allocation decisions as well, for instance, differences in product margins across

6 The major insight is that a risk-averse investor should optimally diversify the assets held in his portfolio to maximize his risk-adjusted return (see Brealey et al. 2006, especially Chapter 8, for a summary).
compensation-plan “portfolio” offered to him, which in turn affects sales and profitability; such agency issues do not plague the standard finance portfolio-optimization problem.

We extend these insights from a 2-person to an N-person sales-force context as well. The analysis reveals that a piece-rate plus group commission plan, combined with the allocation of N > 2 salespeople to multiple territory types, leads to an optimal split of salespeople between territory types that is generally balanced rather than highly imbalanced.

We also examine optimal territory allocations when a tournament compensation plan (or sales contest) is used and what these results imply for the optimal allocations when any of the three compensation plans can be applied.\(^7\) Salesperson allocation to highly positively correlated territories favors a tournament compensation plan over any type of piece-rate plan when territory sales potentials are similar enough, salespeople have a low disutility for effort, and the salespeople’s risk aversion is low enough. These factors drive tournament success because they guarantee that the outcome is not already a foregone conclusion and that salespeople are willing to exert high effort levels to compete to win the tournament.

However, we show that a tournament is in fact not implementable (i.e., does not induce high sales force effort) in all situations. In particular, the tournament plan fails when salespeople are too risk-averse, the disutility for effort is too high, territories are too disparate in their sales potentials, or inter-territory sales outcomes are insufficiently correlated. In contrast, a piece-rate plan (either without or with a group commission component) is always feasible to implement, suggesting limited robustness for the tournament-plan solution. Noting that in the Care of Trees (COT) example, salespeople are characterized as reasonably highly risk-averse and cross-regional sales correlations are negative, our results suggest that the combination of territory allocation and application of a piece-rate plus group commission plan (versus a pure piece-rate plan or a tournament) is sensible under the conditions predicted in our model, whereas a tournament or sales contest would not be as profitable.

In what follows, we first summarize the relevant literature in economics and marketing, showing how our work extends existing research. Then we set up and solve a model of territory allocation and optimal sales force compensation, allowing for correlated sales outcomes between different territory types. We first consider the optimal allocation and compensation choices with two salespeople and three possible territory types, allowing for either a pure piece-rate plan or a piece-rate plus group incentive plan. A generalization of this model to allow more than two salespeople, with enough available territories of all three types to be able to choose any allocation among them, is discussed next. We then return to the two-salesperson model and consider a tournament compensation plan as an alternative to either a pure piece-rate plan or a piece-rate with group incentive plan. We close with a summary of our findings and a discussion of suggested future research avenues.

1.1. Related Literature

This research is closely related to the academic literature investigating sales force compensation and motivation (see Coughlan and Sen 1989, Coughlan 1993 for reviews of this literature). Basu et al. (1985) consider compensation for a single-product salesperson, and more recently, Lal and Srinivasan (1993) study sales force compensation plans for single- and multi-product sales forces: Mantrala et al. (1994) present a model-based methodology to specify a sales quota-bonus plan that provides incentives to heterogeneous salespeople, and Zhang and Mahajan (1995) consider the optimal compensation to a single salesperson who sells two products that may be complementary, substitutable, or independent in demand;\(^8\) Joseph and Thevaranjan (1998) analyze compensation incentives coupled with monitoring of selling agents; Godes (2003) investigates selling tasks of high and low complexity and the relative importance of sales skills for each of these different selling complexity levels; Godes (2004) studies the optimality of risk-sharing contracts when agents’ actions endogenously determine risks; and Caldieraro and Coughlan (2007) examine the role of spiffs in managing agency problems in independent sales force organizations.

Our research is also related to the sales force allocation substream of the sales force literature. This literature develops methods to optimally allocate selling resources to products and markets, typically with a deterministic view of the sales response function (e.g., Horsky and Nelson 1996; Lodish 1975, 1980; Mantrala et al. 1992, Montgomery et al. 1971; Rangaswamy et al. 1990; Skiera and Albers 1998; Zoltners and Sinha 1980, 1983). The main objective of these methods is to

---

\(^7\) Some of the tournament results presented here are found in previous literature but are adapted to our framework for the purposes of comparison with the piece-rate plus group commission compensation plan, and for generating insights into the territory allocation problem; neither of these foci characterizes the existing literature on tournaments.

\(^8\) With substitutable products, the optimal compensation is a salary plus a single commission awarded on the total sales of both products. While this compensation structure is similar to the group incentive we investigate here, its motivation is quite different, as it does not consider either a multiperson sales force or the “insurance” value of compensating a salesperson based on outcomes outside his own sphere of influence.
gain efficiency by allocating the right resources to the most responsive products or territories.

Each of the above research streams looks for efficiency in one of the key elements in sales force management, but the compensation literature ignores allocation issues while the allocation literature assumes away the agency problem by assuming that salespeople will work hard, given the optimal territory allocation. Each literature stream thus fails to account for the jointness of the territory allocation and sales force compensation decisions and abstracts away from the value of a diversified territory allocation as a means to reduce the risk inherent in exerting high effort levels in a territory subject to variance in outcomes. The fundamental insight of diversification as a means to reduce risk can be traced to the finance literature in portfolio theory. Seminal work developed by Markowitz (1952, 1991) identified that a decision maker facing the opportunity to invest in multiple assets can find a group of desirable investments, as a function of the expected risks and rewards of each type of asset and the covariances between the investment alternatives (for a full exposition of portfolio theory see Brealey et al. 2006). The concept of diversification can also be seen in the work of Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990) and Varian (1990), which recognized coinsurance as a beneficial factor that was later investigated as a possible explanation for partnerships of principals as a form of labor organization (Kandel and Lazear 1992, Gaynor and Gertler 1995, Lang and Gordon 1995). This stream of research, however, does not consider the purposeful allocation of agents (in our case salespeople) by a principal to tasks or territories with evident inferior expected productivity, nor does it consider how “balanced” this allocation should be.

Given our consideration of compensation plans including elements depending on another salesperson’s performance, the tournament literature in economics is also of interest (see, for example, Lazear and Rosen 1981, Green and Stoye 1983, Nalebuff and Stiglitz 1983). A sales contest is an example of a tournament plan where the highest payoff is given to the salesperson with the highest sales performance. The tournament literature models a competition between agents (one of whom ultimately wins and the other(s) lose) and derives the optimal winning and losing payoffs to the players. Our analysis of a tournament sales compensation plan follows this literature while expanding on its assumptions concerning correlation of error structures across territories, the possibility of negatively correlated territory outcomes, the possible alternative of group commission in a piece-rate plan, and the jointness of the territory allocation decision along with the compensation decision. Prendergast (1999) notes that “relative performance” measurement, or “yardstick competition” (where one agent is punished [rewarded] if the other agent has a better [worse] result) can also improve a firm’s profit under some conditions. The “relative compensation component” in such a plan is a negative commission based on the other agent’s outcome. We consider a group commission or a tournament here rather than this yardstick compensation because they represent the comparative compensation examples summarized above better than the punitive yardstick concept does, and because group commissions and sales contests are known to be used in practice, while negative commissions based on other salespeople’s sales are extremely rare.

In sum, several literature bases are of use in considering the joint territory allocation and sales force compensation problem we outline in §1. However, none fully accommodates all the elements of importance in our situation. Our modeling approach therefore includes components of the territory allocation literature in marketing, the agency-theoretic sales compensation literature, the portfolio diversification and coinsurance literature, and the tournament compensation literature to explain how allocation and compensation decisions like those discussed above can be sensible, given their conditions, whereas other territory allocation and compensation combinations are preferable under other marketplace and territorial characteristics. With this understanding of the positioning of our work relative to the literature, we continue with the model development below.

2. The Model

Consider an economy in which a risk-neutral firm employs two salespeople to sell its product; each salesperson can be assigned to one and only one of three possible sales territories, and a territory can accommodate at most one salesperson. We denote these territories by the set \( T = \{ \alpha, \beta, \gamma \} \). An allocation (or sales force deployment) denoted by \( D \) is a subset \( \{t_1, t_2\} \in T \) such that \( t_1 \neq t_2 \). Hence, \( D \) can represent any of the three possible allocations \( \{\alpha, \beta\} \), \( \{\alpha, \gamma\} \), or \( \{\beta, \gamma\} \). We index a territory in the subset \( D \) by \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) and use the index \( j \) to be “the other territory” in the allocation (formally, \( j = 3 - i \); thus if, for instance, \( D = \{\alpha, \beta\} \), \( i = 2 \) indexes territory \( \beta \), and consequently, \( j \) assumes the value of 1 and indexes territory \( \alpha \).

The territories may have different sales-potential characteristics, and their sales outcomes may have some degree of correlation. Suppose that sales in territories \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are positively correlated, and sales in territories \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) are negatively correlated (consequently, sales in territories \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are likely to be negatively correlated). In our COT example, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) might be distinct territories located in the Chicago
region, whereas territory \( \gamma \) might be a territory in the California region.

Salespeople, however, are assumed to be homogeneous in their selling abilities, and each salesperson’s selling effectiveness is assumed to be independent of the selling outcomes in other territories (i.e., there are no team selling effects). This assumption lets us focus on the incentive and coordination effects of the compensation plan without extraneous effects such as demand complementarity or substitutability altering the sales force’s selling effort decisions. It also implies that the allocations \( \{t_1, t_2\} \) and \( \{t_1^*, t_2^*\} \) are equivalent.

A salesperson in territory \( i \) can exert effort \( e_i \in [L, H] \) to affect the sales outcome in that territory, where \( L \) represents low effort and \( H \) represents high effort. High effort increases the probability of high sales; however, exerting effort implies a disutility \( C(\cdot) \) for the salesperson. We normalize \( C(L) = 0 \) and \( C(H) = c > 0 \).

We assume that the salesperson’s utility is separable in income \( (s_i) \) and effort: \( u_i = v(s_i - C(e_i)) \), where the function \( v(\cdot) \) exhibits constant absolute risk-aversion (CARA): \( v(\theta) = 1 - e^{-r\theta} \), where \( r \geq 0 \) is the risk aversion parameter. Moreover, the salesperson is assumed to have a minimum acceptable utility level of \( m \), which represents his opportunity cost for taking another job, or simply his utility for leisure.

Sales by a single salesperson in each territory are characterized by the stochastic density function \( f(x_i | e_i) = X_i(e_i) + \varepsilon_i \), where \( \varepsilon_i \) is a random shock-distributed Normal with mean zero and variance \( \sigma_i^2 \) \( (\varepsilon_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_i^2)) \), and the deterministic component is given by the functions \( X_i(\cdot) \), where \( X_i(L) = q_i \) and \( X_i(H) = q_i + \Delta_i \). We can think of \( q_i \) as the base sales level for territory \( i \) and \( \Delta_i \) as the selling-effort productivity for territory \( i \).\(^9\) This specification implies that \( x_i \) is a random variable distributed according to a density conditioned by the endogenous salesperson effort level \( e_i \). We further assume that the sales covariance between territories is \( \sigma_{ij} \), and we let the variable \( \varepsilon \) capture the total sales by the firm (for example, if the firm has one salesperson in territory \( \alpha \) and one salesperson in territory \( \beta \), then \( \varepsilon = x_\alpha + x_\beta \) and the sales covariance is \( \sigma_{\alpha\beta} \)).

As is usual in agency theory, we assume that the manufacturer’s incentive compatibility constraint is always satisfied so that it is always optimal to induce high effort in both territories. This means that the sales return is high enough to compensate for the salesperson’s risk-adjusted cost of effort. For ex post, we assume the marginal cost of production is zero. Adding a positive marginal cost does not change our result; it would simply require us to multiply the deterministic part of our model by the margin factor.

Although sales are not known ex ante, all players have a common “belief” regarding the sales-response function. Therefore, even though the manufacturer does not directly observe the salesperson’s effort choice, the manufacturer can infer it (imperfectly) from the relation \( x_i \sim f(x_i | \varepsilon_i) \).

This model follows a traditional moral hazard game, played according to the stages listed below:

- **Stage 1**—The firm allocates each salesperson to a territory.
- **Stage 2**—The firm offers a compensation contract to the salespeople (specifying the type of contract and the contract parameters).
- **Stage 3**—Each salesperson accepts or refuses the contract.
- **Stage 4**—Each salesperson chooses effort.
- **Stage 5**—Outcomes are realized and compensation is awarded.

The next section analyzes this model, first considering a discrete sales-response function with two salespeople and compensation via a piece-rate plan, to establish the conditions under which a group commission component is optimally included in the plan, in addition to the standard salary and own-territory commission components.

3. **Territory Allocation Under Piece-Rate Compensation**

Piece-rates are contracts awarded with respect to some absolute performance measure. In a typical piece-rate plan, a salesperson in territory \( i \) is compensated by the firm through contractual payments \( s_i = b_i x_i + g \varepsilon_i + A_i \), where \( A_i \) is the salary, \( b_i \) is the sales commission on the salesperson’s own-territory sales performance, and \( g \) is a group commission, based on the total sales for the organization.

Both linear and nonlinear compensation schemes are used in practice, but this research focuses on the linear plan because of its tractability and its consistency with previous literature that shows that linear plans may indeed be optimal (Holmstrom and Milgrom 1987). Furthermore, its wide use in the sales compensation and control literature (Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991, Hauser et al. 1994, Lal and Srinivasan 1993, Joseph and Thevaranjan 1998) allows a comparison of this paper’s results with the extant literature.

Theoretically, an agent can be punished by the principal if an unwanted outcome is obtained, thus diminishing the cost of compensating high outcomes and maximizing the principal’s profits. In practice, however, a salesperson cannot be punished with a negative reward because of low sales; hence, we assume that the salesperson enjoys limited liability for negative sales outcomes \( (b_i \geq 0, \ g \geq 0) \).

\(^9\) A high \( \Delta_i \) implies that changes in effort level are associated with great changes in the expected sales in territory type \( i \).
Using Pratt’s (1964) certainty-equivalent (CE) formulation, we can rewrite the expected utility of the salesperson in territory $i$ as

$$u_i = b_i X_i(e_i) + g \bar{x} + A_i - \frac{r}{2} \cdot [(b_i + g)^2 \sigma_i^2 + g^2 \sigma_i^2 + 2(b_i + g) g \sigma_{ij} - C(e_i)] \quad (1)$$

The salesperson’s optimal choice of effort that maximizes his utility is the same effort that maximizes the CE form of his expected utility. Because the firm is risk-neutral, its profit function is given by

$$\pi^{PR} = \sum_{i=1}^{2} \left[(1 - b) X_i(e_i) - g \bar{x} - A_i \right] \quad (2)$$

For $i = 1, 2$, the piece-rate compensation problem for the firm is therefore

$$(P^{PR}) \quad \max_{A_i, b_i, b_i \in \mathbb{R}} \sum_{i=1}^{2} \left[(1 - b) X_i(e_i) - g \bar{x} - A_i \right] \quad \text{s.t. PC: } b_i X_i(e_i) + g \bar{x} + A_i - \frac{r}{2} \cdot [(b_i + g)^2 \sigma_i^2 + g^2 \sigma_i^2 + 2(b_i + g) g \sigma_{ij} - C(e_i)] \geq m, \quad IC: e_i \in \arg \max b_i X_i(e_i) + g \bar{x} + A_i \quad \frac{r}{2} [(b_i + g)^2 \sigma_i^2 + g^2 \sigma_i^2 + 2(b_i + g) g \sigma_{ij} - C(e_i)] - C(e_i).$$

The optimal compensation contract to offer the salespeople in this case, and the corresponding profits, are given in Lemma 1.

**Lemma 1.** In the piece-rate compensation plan:

If $\sigma_{ij} < 0$, offering both an own-sales and a group commission is optimal, and the optimal compensation plan is

$$b_{i}^{PR} = \frac{c}{\Delta} - c \left(\frac{1}{\Delta_i} + \frac{1}{\Delta} \right) \left( -\sigma_{ij} \right),$$

$$g^{PR} = c \left(\frac{1}{\Delta_i} + \frac{1}{\Delta} \right) \left( -\sigma_{ij} \right),$$

$$A_{i}^{PR} = m + \frac{c}{2 \Delta_i \Delta_i (\sigma_i^2 + \sigma_{ij}^2)^2} \cdot \left(2 \sigma_{ij} \Delta_{i} (\Delta_{i} + \Delta) (q_{i} + \Delta) (\sigma_i^2 + \sigma_{ij}^2) + c r \sigma_{ij}^2 (\Delta_{i} + \Delta) (\Delta_{i} - (2 \sigma_i^2 + \sigma_{ij}^2)) \right) - \frac{r}{2} \cdot [(b_i + g)^2 \sigma_i^2 + g^2 \sigma_i^2 + 2(b_i + g) g \sigma_{ij} - C(e_i)].$$

If $\sigma_{ij} > 0$, the optimal group commission is zero and thus the optimal compensation is

$$b_{i}^{PR, noG} = \frac{c}{\Delta_i}, \quad A_{i}^{PR, noG} = m + c - \frac{c (q_{i} + \Delta_{i})}{\Delta} + \frac{r c^2 \sigma_i^2}{2 \Delta_i^2},$$

generating profits of

$$\pi^{PR, noG} = (q_{i} + \Delta_{i} + q_{i} + \Delta_{i}) - \frac{r c^2}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{\sigma_i^2}{\Delta_i^2} + \frac{\sigma_{ij}^2}{\Delta_i^2} - \left(\frac{\Delta_{i} + \Delta_{i}}{\Delta_{i} \Delta} \right)^2 \left(\frac{\sigma_i^2}{\Delta_i^2} + \frac{\sigma_{ij}^2}{\Delta_i^2} \right) \right] - 2c - 2m.$$


Although one salesperson may be allocated to a more productive territory while the other salesperson may be allocated to a less-productive territory, Lemma 1 shows that both salespeople receive the minimum utility level $m$. Hence, the firm automatically achieves an outcome that is perceived as fair by both salespeople.

It is straightforward to verify the comparative-static effects on the own-sales commission rate, the group commission rate, and equilibrium profits for $\sigma_{ij} < 0$ or $\sigma_{ij} > 0$. A positive group commission $g$ can be optimal only if $\sigma_{ij} < 0$, in other words, if the sales potentials in each territory are negatively correlated, as in the Care of Trees and other examples noted above. In this situation, more negatively correlated territories lead to a lower own-territory commission rate, a higher group commission rate, and a higher overall level of firm profitability. The comparative-static effects of the disutility parameter ($c$), the productivity of own-territory selling effort ($\Delta_{i}$), and own-territory variance ($\sigma_i^2$) on commission rates and profitability are aligned with established game-theoretic results.

The results imply that a group commission is a more important compensation tool, the more negatively correlated are sales across territories. The reason for this is that when the risk-sharing benefits of group compensation are greater, the more different the territory types are. The coinsurance literature also finds that when group incentives are more productive, the more correlated agents’ outcomes are, although the coinsurance results are demonstrated only for territories of equal productivity. We find the group commission result even when the benefit of coinsurance is available only if the firm allocates a salesperson to a territory of inferior productivity.

10 Note that the optimality of a group commission payment is well known in the analysis of team selling situations; in that literature, group commission payments are demonstrated to be optimal only when team selling yields complementarity effects (that is, one salesperson’s effort has a positive effect on the productivity of the other salesperson’s efforts). However, our result holds despite the absence of team-selling effects in our model, suggesting that group commission payments have a broader role to play.
Note that the case of two territories with identical characteristics is simply a special example of the $\sigma_j > 0 \text{ case (indeed, } \sigma_j = \sigma_i^2 = \sigma_j^2\text{), where } q_i = q_j \text{ and } \Delta_i = \Delta_j \text{, and as such, the PR, noG results hold for this special case.}$

To understand the role of a group commission with negatively correlated territories, it is helpful to consider the effects of moving from a pure salary-plus-own-territory-commission plan (PR, noG) to a plan including group commission as well (PRG). Because effort is discrete in nature in our model (low or high), equilibrium effort levels in either the PR, noG, or the PRG case are the same: high effort is exerted in equilibrium by each salesperson. Thus, any profitability changes from including a group commission in the compensation plan will accrue from changes in the compensation necessary to induce high effort, not from changes in either effort levels or sales themselves.11

The following proposition summarizes the comparison of compensation elements with and without a group commission, when sales-territory outcomes are negatively correlated:

**Proposition 1.** When sales-territory outcomes are negatively correlated:

(a) The equilibrium commission rate on own-territory sales under the PRG plan is lower than under the PR, noG plan;

(b) The sum of the own-territory commission rate and the group commission rate in the PRG plan is equal to that in the PR, noG plan without a group commission;

(c) Equilibrium salary in territory $i$ is lower in the PRG plan than in the PR, noG plan whenever total pay in territory $i$ falls with the move from PR, noG to PRG, and more generally, when

$$\sigma_j < \frac{2\Delta_i(\Delta_j + \Delta_i)(\sigma_i^2 + \sigma_j^2)}{c\sigma_i^2 + \Delta(2\sigma_i^2 + \sigma_j^2)};$$

11 We have also analyzed a model including a continuous sales-effort response function. In this case, a change in the compensation plan has demand-side (sales quantity) implications as well as the cost-side (cost of sales force compensation) implications shown here. When a group commission is optimal (which again occurs whenever sales territory outcomes are negatively correlated), this analysis shows that using this extra compensation component increases sales effort levels relative to the outcome when group commissions are omitted. Intuitively, even though a group commission leads to some free-riding (i.e., the tendency to reduce effort because one can “count on” the performance of the other salesperson), the coinsurance effect arising from negatively correlated sales outcomes overrides the free-riding effect, producing higher rather than lower effort exertion in equilibrium. This result is notable particularly when contrasted with results in the team-selling literature, which do not take into account any coinsurance effects and hence always find a pure free-riding effect leading to reduced effort exertion. Full details are available from the authors.

(d) Total pay to the salesperson in territory $i$ is lower under PRG than under PR, noG if $[-\Delta_i \sigma_i^2 + \Delta_j(2\sigma_i^2 + \sigma_j^2)] > 0$; and

(e) Total pay across the sales force is lower in the PRG plan than in the PR, noG plan.


This proposition implies that total incentive pay to the salesperson facing the PRG plan is higher than under the PR, noG plan, because of the incremental group incentive pay awarded based on the other territory’s sales outcome. It also demonstrates that equilibrium salary is lower in territory $i$ with the PRG plan than with the PR, noG plan, under the conditions in Proposition 1(c) above. These conditions hold for any degree of negative covariance in sales between territories if $\Delta_i > \Delta_j$. But even when $\Delta_i < \Delta_j$, territory $j$ merely has to be “good enough” relative to $i$’s own territory $(\Delta_j > \sigma_j^2/(2\sigma_i^2 + \sigma_j^2))$ for salesperson $i$’s equilibrium salary to fall, given negative sales-territory covariance.12 The proposition thus implies that the ratio of salary to incentive pay is lower with a PRG plan than with a PR, noG plan under a broad range of conditions. Finally, when allocating the two salespeople to negatively correlated territories, the PRG compensation plan is shown to be less costly than the best possible PR, noG plan; this result reflects the coinsurance value of using a group commission element in the pay plan.

The next question addresses the optimal territory allocation itself. As above, suppose that sales in territories $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are positively correlated, and sales in territories $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ (and $\beta$ and $\gamma$) are negatively correlated. Lemma 1 implies that if the firm allocates the two salespeople to $\{\alpha, \beta\}$, the optimal compensation plan is PR, noG: salary plus a commission on own-territory performance only. If the firm instead allocates the two salespeople to either $\{\alpha, \gamma\}$ or $\{\beta, \gamma\}$, the optimal compensation plan is PRG: salary plus an own-territory commission component plus a group commission component. Then the question of interest is this: What conditions favor an allocation to negatively correlated territories $\{\alpha, \gamma\}$ or $\{\beta, \gamma\}$ (with the PRG solution) over an allocation to positively correlated territories $\{\alpha, \beta\}$ (with the PR, noG solution)?

12 For example, if the variance of sales is the same in both territories $(\sigma_i^2 = \sigma_j^2)$, $\Delta_j$ only has to be at least one-third as large as $\Delta_i$ for $i$’s salary to fall with a shift from PR, noG to PRG, no matter how negatively correlated sales outcomes are across territories. If the variance of sales is twice as large in the new territory as the original $(\sigma_j^2 = 2\sigma_i^2)$, $\Delta_j$ only has to be at least one-half as large as $\Delta_i$ for $i$’s salary to fall with a shift from PR, noG to PRG, no matter how negatively correlated sales outcomes are across territories.
The profitability difference between the \{\alpha, \gamma\} allocation and the \{\alpha, \beta\} allocation is (with the profitability difference between the \{\alpha, \gamma\} allocation and the \{\beta, \gamma\} allocation analogously written)

\[ d_{\{\alpha|\beta\}}^{(\alpha|\gamma)} = \pi^{\text{PRG}|\alpha|\gamma} - \pi^{\text{PRG}, \text{noG}|\alpha|\beta} \]

\[ = (q_g + \Delta_g - q_\beta - \Delta_\beta) - \frac{rc^2}{2} \left[ \sigma^2_{\alpha|\gamma} - \sigma^2_{\beta|\gamma} \left( \Delta_\alpha + \Delta_\gamma \right)^2 \left( \sigma^2_{\alpha|\gamma} + \sigma^2_{\gamma} \right) \right]. \]

By defining \( \nabla \) to be the difference in expected sales productivity between territories (\( \nabla = (q_g + \Delta_g) - (q_\beta + \Delta_\beta) \)), we can see that the reduction in expected total sales across the two territories because of diversification (represented by the magnitude of \( |\nabla| \)) means a lower average sales per salesperson, a factor working against this type of diversification as a profitable sales force allocation strategy. However, average sales per territory is not the only element of profit that changes with diversification: the firm also enjoys a savings in the risk premium payments to the sales force of

\[ \frac{r^2 c^2}{2} \left[ \sigma^2_{\alpha|\gamma} - \sigma^2_{\beta|\gamma} \left( \Delta_\alpha + \Delta_\gamma \right)^2 \left( \sigma^2_{\alpha|\gamma} + \sigma^2_{\gamma} \right) \right]. \]

The following proposition details the factors affecting the optimality of an allocation to negatively correlated versus positively correlated sales territories:

**Proposition 2.** A sales force allocation switch from positively correlated territories \( (\alpha, \beta) \) to negatively correlated territories \( (\alpha, \gamma) \) is incrementally more profitable:

(a) The smaller the absolute difference in baseline productivity between the newly adopted territory and the abandoned territory \( (q_\gamma - q_\beta) \) is,

(b) The greater the sales variance in the abandoned territory \( (\sigma^2_{\beta}) \) is,

(c) The smaller the sales variance in the newly allocated territory \( (\sigma^2_{\alpha}) \) is,

(d) The more negative the covariance between territory outcomes in the new allocation \( (\sigma_{\alpha|\gamma}) \) is,

(e) The higher the salesperson risk aversion \( (r) \) or the cost of exerting high sales effort \( (c) \) [if the allocation shift generates a net savings in the risk premium paid to the sales force] is,

(f) The smaller the productivity of high effort in the retained territory \( (\Delta_\alpha) \) is,

(g) The smaller the productivity of high effort in the abandoned territory \( (\Delta_\beta) \) is, or

(h) The higher the productivity of high effort in the newly adopted territory \( (\Delta_\gamma) \) is.

**Proof.** Follows directly from calculation of the relevant comparative-static expressions. □

Unlike the results in the previous literature, this proposition shows conditions under which it is optimal to purposefully allocate a salesperson to a lower-productivity territory type—even if it is possible to choose otherwise. This surprising result holds because by doing so, the firm gains the coinsurance or risk-sharing benefits of diversification of the sales force, but only if it also implements a group commission as part of the overall compensation structure.

Proposition 2(a) makes intuitive sense, because territory potential has a direct positive effect on profits. Proposition 2, factors (b) and (c) are similarly intuitive, given the risk aversion in the sales force and the resulting need of the firm to manage compensation risk. Proposition 2(d) favors the negative territory allocation, because of its ability to offer coinsurance when the PRG plan is used. Similarly, Proposition 2(e) (salespeople who are more risk-averse or who face a higher disutility of working hard) favors negatively correlated sales territories (and the PRG plan) when it saves on the risk premium paid to the sales force. This holds when

\[ \left[ \frac{\sigma^2_{\alpha|\gamma}}{\Delta^2_{\alpha|\gamma}} - \frac{\sigma^2_{\beta|\gamma}}{\Delta^2_{\beta|\gamma}} - \left( \frac{\Delta_\alpha + \Delta_\gamma}{\Delta_\alpha + \Delta_\gamma} \right)^2 \left( \sigma^2_{\alpha|\gamma} + \sigma^2_{\gamma} \right) \right] < 0, \]

which is unambiguously true if \( (\sigma_{\alpha|\gamma}^2 / \Delta_{\alpha|\gamma}^2 < \sigma_{\beta|\gamma}^2 / \Delta_{\beta|\gamma}^2) \)—that is, when the productivity-adjusted riskiness of the new territory is less than that of the old territory. Also intuitive are Proposition 2, factors (f), (g), and (h), because they imply a lower opportunity cost of abandoning one of the positively correlated territories. Finally, although not explicitly stated in Proposition 2, inspection of the equation defining \( d_{\{\alpha|\beta\}}^{(\alpha|\gamma)} \) shows that when either \( \sigma^2_{\alpha|\gamma} \to 0 \) (or “small enough”) or \( \Delta_{\gamma} \to \infty \) (or “large enough”), the term defining the net change in the risk premium

\[ \left( - \frac{rc^2}{2} \left[ \sigma^2_{\alpha|\gamma} - \sigma^2_{\beta|\gamma} \left( \Delta_\alpha + \Delta_\gamma \right)^2 \left( \sigma^2_{\alpha|\gamma} + \sigma^2_{\gamma} \right) \right] \right) \]

becomes strictly positive, meaning that the compensation awarded to control risk in the sales force decreases by shifting to the negatively correlated territories. This increases the favorability of shifting from \( \{\alpha, \beta\} \) to \( \{\alpha, \gamma\} \)—even if doing so were to decrease average productivity across the sales force (i.e., even if \( q_\gamma + \Delta_\gamma - q_\beta - \Delta_\beta \) were negative).

In sum, the analysis thus far shows the need to simultaneously consider territory-allocation decisions and sales-compensation decisions when compensation is given through piece-rate plans. A standard piece-rate plan, with salary and commission on own-territory performance, is optimal when salespeople are allocated to territories with positively correlated outcomes. However, when salespeople are deployed
to negatively correlated territories, the optimal piece-rate compensation plan includes not only salary and own-territory commission components but also a group commission, because of its ability to manage the firm’s total compensation costs by lessening the risk premium paid out to the salespeople. Our comparative-static results show the key effects of risk aversion, sales-territory variance, and territory covariance on both the size of the compensation components and the overall leverage in the compensation plan. We also show that, given a choice between positively correlated or negatively correlated sales territories and a piece-rate plan structure, the PRG plan with negatively correlated territories is relatively more preferred when the covariance becomes more and more negative and when salespeople’s risk aversion increases. These insights are derived in a two-salesperson model; to check the robustness of the results with respect to sales force size, we next extend our model to allow for a sales force of size $N > 2$.

4. Territory Allocation Under Piece-Rate Compensation with Multiple Salespeople

In this section, we study the firm’s sales force allocation problem when it has more than two salespeople ($N > 2$). We consider the same model analyzed in §3 but now assume that there exist many territories of the same type. For notational simplicity, we redefine an allocation to be a set $\mathcal{O} = \{t_1, t_2\}$, where $t_1$ and $t_2$ are each a vector of territories, and we assume that the firm allocates a fraction $\theta$ of the salespeople to a territory type.

The following lemma states the conditions under which a positive group commission is optimal when multiple salespeople are allocated to two different territory types.

**Lemma 2.** A positive group commission is optimal when all the following conditions hold:

(a) The sales covariance $\sigma_{ij}$ is negative;

(b) Territories in vector $t_2$ are not too inferior to territories in vector $t_1$;

(c) The number of salespeople $N$ is not too large; and

(d) $\theta$ is strictly greater than 0 and strictly smaller than 1.


The first two conditions echo those in the presence of just two salespeople in the sales force; the first point establishes the value of diversification as a risk-sharing or coinsurance mechanism, and the second point ensures that the resulting drop in average productivity is not so great as to overcome the benefits of coinsurance.

The intuition for the third condition above hinges on the trade-off between the benefit of diversification and the concomitant cost of free-riding by the sales force. In general, the larger the group size ($N$) is, the greater the possibility of free-riding is, for any given group commission rate, because one’s own effort plays less and less of a role in the overall group sales outcome. The proof of Lemma 2 establishes that the optimal group commission $g^*$ is decreasing in $N$; in other words, as $N$ increases, the optimal group commission rate decreases, precisely in a bid to minimize the free-riding effect. However, this tactic of lowering $g^*$ for greater and greater $N$ can only be so useful; for large enough $N$, the group commission would drop below zero, indicating that there is no positive group commission rate that optimally balances the benefits of diversifying the sales force versus the costs of free-riding under a group commission structure. Consider the Care of Trees example, where a higher percentage of group incentive pay is used for the higher-level (and fewer in number) regional vice presidents compared with the lower-level (and more numerous) district managers. The “number of salespeople” effect indicated here suggests why such a compensation variation might be optimal: when the group is smaller (fewer district managers), a group incentive component may be optimal where it is not optimal for the larger group of lower-level regional managers.

Notice that the fourth condition above implies that a group commission is not optimal without diversified allocations. The intuition for this is clear for the case of $\theta = 0$ or $\theta = 1$ exactly, as discussed above in the $N = 2$ case: when all salespeople are allocated to territory type 1 ($\theta = 1$) or all salespeople are allocated to territory type 2 ($\theta = 0$), the group commission would be a strictly negative value (which is impossible). The intuition for this result is that when all salespeople are in the same territory there is no coinsurance effect, but the negative free-riding effect is still present.

With this understanding of the role that a group commission plays in our sales force optimization
problem, we can now state our main result regarding sales force diversification:

**Proposition 3.** If it is optimal for the firm to diversify the sales force across negatively correlated territory types, it will not be optimal to do so in an extremely imbalanced way.


Given these results, Figure 1 below exemplifies the two possibilities for salesperson diversification across territory types, assuming that $\Delta_1 > \Delta_2$. Each of the panels of Figure 1 plots the upper envelope of the profitabilities of diversification with or without group commission. In the ranges $\theta \in [0, \theta']$ and $\theta \in [\theta'', 1]$, the upper-envelope profit values imply no group commission (because the nonnegativity constraint forces the optimal group commission to be the corner solution $g^* = 0$). In the range $\theta \in [\theta', \theta'']$, the upper-envelope profit values imply a positive group commission (because $g^* \geq 0$). Conditions (a)–(c) in Lemma 2 determine whether one is likely to face the scenario in Figure 1(a) or the scenario in Figure 1(b).

In Figure 1(a), even though there is a local profit maximum between the lower and upper bounds on the condition for $g^*$ to be positive, it is not sufficiently profitable to outweigh allocating all salespeople to the more productive territory type 1; it is therefore never optimal to diversify the sales force across territory types in this situation. This happens when any of the conditions in Lemma 2 are not satisfied. In Figure 1(b), diversification is optimal because the local profit maximum at $\theta^*$ produces a profit level higher than that possible when failing to diversify the sales force by allocating all salespeople to territories of type 1. This happens when all of the conditions in Lemma 2 are satisfied. Because the optimum for the unconstrained objective function is necessarily at some $\theta$ value that is discretely different from either zero or one in Figure 1(b), a solution that involves diversifying the sales force will do so in a relatively “balanced” way, meaning that the firm will not allocate a large number of people to one type of territory and just a few people to the other type.

In the next section, we return to the two-salesperson baseline model but extend it to consider whether and when a different type of inter-salesperson compensation plan—the tournament (or sales contest)—could be better than the best piece-rate compensation plan.

5. Territory Allocation Under Either Piece-Rate or Tournament Compensation with Two Salespeople

Tournaments are contracts based on relative selling performance, in which rivals compete with one another by expending effort to win prizes. A sales contest is an example of tournament compensation. In a contest with two salespeople, we denote the prize for the winner as $W$, while the prize for the loser is $w$. The winner is the salesperson who achieves the highest level of sales. We develop a contest model similar to the tournament model of Lazear and Rosen (1981), with the extension that we allow for any degree of positive or negative correlation across territories.

The probability that a salesperson allocated to some territory $i$ wins the tournament is given by $P(X_i(e_i) + e_i > X_j(e_j) + e_j)$, which can be rewritten as $P(X_i(e_i) - X_j(e_j) > e_i - e_j)$. Since both $e_i$ and $e_j$ are distributed Normal with mean zero, the probability of winning is given by the Normal cumulative density function (c.d.f.) with mean zero and variance $\sigma^2_i = \sigma^2 + \sigma^2 - 2\sigma_i$. We let $F(\cdot)$ denote the c.d.f. of this Normal distribution: $F(y) = F(X_i(e_i) - X_j(e_j))$, so that $F(y) \sim N(y, \sigma^2_{i-j})$. (A detailed discussion of how our tournament model compares with the classic tournament models in the literature is presented in Technical Appendix C, available at http://mktsci.pubs.informs.org.)
In this type of contract, the utility for the salesperson allocated to territory \( i \) can be expressed as
\[
\begin{align*}
u_i = & \ F(X_i(e_i) - X_i(e_i))\nu(W - C(e_i)) \\
+ & \ [1 - F(X_i(e_i) - X_i(e_i))]\nu(w - C(e_i)).
\end{align*}
\]

The firm’s profit from running this tournament is
\[
\pi^T = \sum_{i=1}^{2} [X_i(e_i)] - W - w. \quad (3)
\]

### 5.1. Tournament Compensation: Analysis and Results

For \( i = 1, 2 \), the optimal tournament solves the problem

\[
(P^T): \max_{W, w \in \mathbb{R}} \sum_{i=1}^{2} [X_i(e_i)] - W - w \quad \text{s.t.}
\]

\[
PC: \ F(X_i(e_i) - X_j(e_j))u(W - C(e_i)) \\
\quad + [1 - F(X_i(e_i) - X_j(e_j))]\nu(w - C(e_i)) \geq u(m),
\]

\[
IC: \ e^*_i \in \arg\max_{e \in \{L, H\}} F(X_i(e_i) - X_j(e_j))u(W - C(e_i)) \\
\quad + [1 - F(X_i(e_i) - X_j(e_j))]\nu(w - C(e_i)).
\]

Lemma 3 below characterizes the necessary parametric condition for a tournament solution to exist, optimal tournament compensation rewards, and resulting profits, assuming that the product indexed by \( i = 1 \) exhibits the greater selling-effort productivity (that is, \( \Delta_i > \Delta_j \)).

**Lemma 3.** The optimal tournament compensation arrangement is characterized by the following:

If
\[
e^* = \frac{F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i))}{F((q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - \epsilon^*Wm)F((q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - F((q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)))}
\]

the optimal tournament prizes are
\[
w^* = \frac{1}{r} \ln \left( \frac{F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - e^{r(c + m)}F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i))}{-F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)) + e^{r(c + m)}F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i))} \right),
\]

\[
W^* = \frac{1}{r} \ln \left( \frac{F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - e^{r(c + m)}F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i))}{1 - F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i))} \right),
\]

\[
generating \ profits \ of \ \pi^* = \pi^{T_1} = (q_i + \Delta_i + q_j + \Delta_j) - W^* - w^*.
\]

Conversely, if
\[
e^* > \frac{F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i))}{F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - \epsilon^*WmF((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - F((q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)))}
\]

the optimal prizes are
\[
w^* = 0,
\]

\[
W^* = \frac{1}{r} \ln \left( \frac{F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - e^{r(c + m)}F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_j + \Delta_j))}{-1 + F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)) + e^{r(c + m)}[1 - F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i))]} \right),
\]

\[
generating \ profits \ of \ \pi^* = \pi^{T_2} = (q_i + \Delta_i + q_j + \Delta_j) - W^*.
\]

**Furthermore, a tournament is implementable only if**
\[
e^* < \frac{1 - F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i))}{1 - F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i))}.
\]

**Proof.** See Technical Appendix B, available at http://mktsci.pubs.informs.org. \( \square \)

Lemma 3 presents the optimal prizes of a tournament for both an “interior” and a “corner” situation. When
\[
e^* \leq \frac{F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i))}{F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - \epsilon^*WmF((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - F((q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)))},
\]

the firm does better by setting positive values for both prizes; this condition holds, for example, when risk aversion \( r \) is not too great, when the cost of exerting high effort \( c \) is not too high, or when the minimum acceptable payment \( m \) is high enough. In the reverse situation
\[
e^* > \frac{F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i))}{F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - \epsilon^*WmF((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) - F((q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)))}
\]

the prize for losing a tournament is zero, and a salesperson receives compensation only if she wins the tournament.

An important result in Lemma 3 is that designing a tournament that implements high effort by both players is possible only under some specific parametric conditions (consistent with Dye 1984). In contrast, piece-rate plans (PR, noG, or PRG) are implementable across the entire parameter space. If the risk aversion coefficient \( r \) or the cost of effort \( c \) are sufficiently large, then a tournament is not implementable. Intuitively, the dissility of losing the tournament is too great when players are very risk-averse; no profitable set of prizes can then motivate high effort. Similarly, if effort exertion is too costly, there is no feasible set of winning and losing prizes that sufficiently motivates players to expend high effort to compete to win the tournament.

A tournament is likewise more limited in its parametric feasibility, the closer in value \( F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)) \) and \( F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) \) are; this holds either when the sales productivity in territory \( j \) is very small (\( \Delta_j \to 0 \)), or when the net variance \( \sigma_{j-i}^2 \) is either very small (\( \sigma_{j-i}^2 \to 0 \)) or very large (\( \sigma_{j-i}^2 \to +\infty \)). Thus, when either (\( \Delta_i \to 0 \)), (\( \sigma_{j-i}^2 \to 0 \)) or (\( \sigma_{j-i}^2 \to +\infty \)), (\( 1 - F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)) \)) or (\( 1 - F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) \)) \( \to 1 \), requiring \( e^* < 1 \) for tournament feasibility.\(^{15}\) Clearly, either \( c \) or \( r \) must approach zero (i.e., the cost of effort approaches zero or the utility function approaches

\(^{15}\) Please see Technical Appendix B for a demonstration that both \( F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)) \to 0 \) and \( F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) \to 0 \) when \( \sigma_{j-i}^2 \to 0 \), and that both \( F(q_i - (q_i + \Delta_i)) \to 1/2 \) and \( F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) \to 1/2 \) when \( \sigma_{j-i}^2 \to +\infty \).
Consider first the case where the parameters of the problem on the results. Subcases we discuss the moderating effects of other risk aversion of the sales force, and within these we examine how the results vary for different degrees of risk aversion. The profitability of each compensation strategy. The profitability of each compensation contract and determine the best salesperson allocation and territory allocation decisions.

### 5.2. Tournament vs. Piece-Rate, and Implications for Territory Allocation

By using the results from Lemmas 1 and 3, we can compare the profitability of each compensation contract and determine the best salesperson allocation strategy. The profitability of each compensation system depends on the parameter values in the model. We examine how the results vary for different degrees of risk aversion of the sales force, and within these subcases we discuss the moderating effects of other parameters of the problem on the results.

#### 5.2.1. Salespeople Are Extremely Risk-Averse.

Consider first the case where
\[ e^c > \frac{1 - F(q_j - (q_i + \Delta_j))}{1 - F((q_i + \Delta_j) - (q_j + \Delta_j))}, \]

which implies that
\[ r > \frac{\ln((1 - F(q_j - (q_i + \Delta_j)))/(1 - F((q_i + \Delta_j) - (q_j + \Delta_j))))}{c}, \]

that is, salespeople are very risk-averse. In this situation, Lemma 3 implies that a tournament that motivates high effort by the sales force is infeasible, and thus the tournament can never be optimal. In this case, only a piece-rate (without or with a group commission component) is feasible, and the results from §3 characterize both the optimal contract structure and territory allocation decisions.

#### 5.2.2. Salespeople Are Risk-Neutral.

The optimal allocation when the firm is risk-neutral is given by the following proposition:

**Proposition 4.** When salespeople are risk-neutral:

(a) If territories have the same sales potential, the firm is indifferent among the possible territory allocation choices, and achieves the first-best result with either a piece-rate compensation plan or a tournament.

(b) If territories have different sales potentials, the optimal territory allocation deploys the salespeople to the two most productive territories and the firm achieves the first-best profit level by using the standard piece-rate compensation contract (\( g^* = 0 \)).


The rationale for this proposition is quite straightforward. Note first that \( \pi^T \) converges to the first-best solution as the term

\[ 1 - 2F((q_j + \Delta_j) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) \]

approaches zero. For any positive effort cost \( c \), this only happens when \( F((q_j + \Delta_j) - (q_i + \Delta_i)) = 1/2 \), i.e., when territories are the same. Consequently, the optimal allocation with piece-rate compensation in this situation is to employ the standard piece-rate compensation contract (\( g^* = 0 \)) and to deploy salespeople to the two best territories (regardless of the correlation between these territories). More generally, when salespeople are risk-neutral, the variance or uncertainty of outcomes is not a factor. The only issue that matters for salespeople is expected returns. Both plans therefore give the first-best result when territories have the same sales potential.

Although the piece-rate plan continues to give the first-best result when territory potentials are different (the group commission is still zero), the tournament loses effectiveness. The reason is that differences in the territories make one of the salespeople more likely to win the tournament, but the prizes are of the same form for both salespeople. Hence, to meet the dis-advantaged salesperson’s minimum-utility constraint and provide an incentive for him to work hard, the firm needs to increase the losing tournament prize. As a consequence, the advantaged salesperson necessarily ends up receiving more than his minimum utility to create an incentive for him to also exert high effort. This makes the tournament plan more costly than a piece-rate plan. Thus, the profit-maximizing solution for the firm when territories have different sales potentials is to deploy salespeople to the most profitable territories and to offer a standard (\( g^* = 0 \)) piece-rate compensation plan.

---

16 Please see Technical Appendix B, available at http://mktsci.pubs.informs.org, for the calculations and discussion of these effects.
5.2.3. Salespeople Are Moderately Risk-Averse. Now, consider what happens if the salesperson’s risk aversion parameter is small enough that either a tournament compensation contract or a piece-rate contract can be optimal:

$$0 < r < \frac{1}{c} \ln \left( \frac{1 - F(q_j - (q_i + \Delta_i))}{1 - F((q_i + \Delta_i) - (q_j + \Delta_j))} \right).$$

The relative profitability levels of the PRG and tournament compensation contracts depend on the joint levels of the model’s parameters, according to the proposition below.

**Proposition 5.** When salespeople are moderately risk-averse:

(a) The PRG contract is relatively more profitable, the more risk-averse the salespeople are; the higher the cost of sales effort is; the more different expected sales across territories are; and the more negatively correlated the territories are.

(b) The tournament contract is relatively more profitable, the less risk-averse the salespeople are; the lower the cost of sales effort is; the less different expected sales across territories are; and the more positively correlated are the territories.


The rationale is as follows. To allow the salespeople to achieve a specific level of minimum utility in the PRG contract, the higher the disutility of effort exertion is, the higher the reward offered to the salesperson must be, given any degree of riskiness in the sales process (i.e., variance in the sales-response function).

In the tournament plan, this effect is also present, but the salesperson faces an additional risk as well: that of losing the tournament. The additional risk element $P(X_i > X_j)$, by which we must multiply the utility expression, accelerates the tournament reward that must be paid to the salesperson for him to find it worthwhile to work hard. This compounding effect makes it increasingly less worthwhile for the firm to use a contest as the disutility for effort increases.

Although the PRG contract does not suffer from the fact that territories are dissimilar (in a PRG contract, increases in selling productivity are always better regardless of the territory), the tournament suffers from the fact that territories are dissimilar (in a tournament, increases in selling productivity are better if they make territories more similar but are worse if they make territories more dissimilar). This occurs because similar territories are more likely to result in a contest in which both players exert high effort, whereas dissimilar territories are demotivating for both the disadvantaged salesperson (who thinks, “there is no way I can win this contest”) and the advantaged salesperson (who thinks, “I have already won this contest, so why work hard?”). Hence, dissimilar territories require large prizes to be awarded if a contest is used (making the contest less profitable) to motivate the players.

Last, the effect of the covariances comes from the fact that in the PRG contract, the more negative the covariance, the higher the coinsurance effect, and thus the smaller the risk-premium the firm needs to pay to the salespeople. Conversely, in a tournament, the more positive the covariance is, the more the common uncertainty of the two territories is filtered out (since in the tournament, the net variance $\sigma_{r-r}$ is a function of the difference of the two random components (a function of $e_i - e_j$)).

5.3. Overall Insights for Combined {Allocation, Compensation} Decisions

The above results show that, when contractual arrangements are taken into account, the optimal deployment of salespeople across territories is not a straightforward process.

In line with common wisdom, there are situations in which the firm may prefer to allocate its salespeople to the two most productive territories ($\mathcal{S}^* = \{\alpha, \beta\}$). This is true, for instance, when the salespeople are risk-neutral or when the two most productive territories are considerably superior to the other territory. In this situation either the standard PR, noG, or tournament compensation plans could be optimal, depending on the model’s parameters.\(^{17}\)

However, there are conditions under which the firm does better by allocating a salesperson to the highest-productivity territory and the other salesperson to the lowest-productivity territory, thus bypassing the intermediate territory ($\mathcal{S}^* = \{\alpha, \gamma\}$). This could happen, for instance, when salespeople are risk-averse and experience great disutility for effort, territories are not very different from each other, and the highest- and the lowest-productivity territories have a negative covariance ($\sigma_{\alpha \gamma} < 0$). In this situation the PRG compensation plan is optimal.

It is even possible for the firm to optimize by completely bypassing the highest-productivity territory and allocating salespeople to the two least productive territories ($\mathcal{S}^* = \{\beta, \gamma\}$). This is optimal when salespeople are risk-averse, the highest-productivity territory is not much better than the other territories, and the (negative) covariance between territories $\beta$ and $\gamma$ is large in absolute value (more precisely, when $|\sigma_{\alpha \gamma}| < |\sigma_{\beta \gamma}|$). Under these conditions, the PRG contract is optimal if the covariance $\sigma_{\beta \gamma}$ is negative, and

\(^{17}\) Here and in the next two paragraphs, the conditions in Proposition 5 govern what parametric scenarios favor piece rates over tournaments, and vice versa.
the tournament is optimal if the covariance \( \sigma_{\beta \gamma} \) is positive.

We illustrate these possibilities in Figure 2. We consider parameter values for which tournaments are feasible (parameters \( r \) and \( c \) are not too high, and territories are not too different). In Figure 2(a) we vary the correlation between territories \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \), \( \rho_{\alpha \gamma} \), and between territories \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \), \( \rho_{\beta \gamma} \), and fix all other parameter values. It is easy to see that when the correlations are moderate, it is optimal to allocate salespeople to the two most productive territories, and the optimal compensation is PR, noG. However, there are parametric values that support allocation \( D^* = \{\alpha, \gamma\} \) (when \( \rho_{\alpha \gamma} \) is very small or very large), as well as allocation \( D^* = \{\beta, \gamma\} \) (when \( \rho_{\beta \gamma} \) is very small or very large). These results demonstrate that when salesperson compensation is taken into account, it is possible for the optimal allocation to call for bypassing the intermediate territory \( \beta \), or even bypassing the most productive territory \( \alpha \).

In Figure 2(b) we vary the correlation between territories \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \), \( \rho_{\alpha \gamma} \), and the productivity of selling effort of the inferior territory \( \Delta_{\gamma} \), and fix all other parameter values. When the correlation \( \rho_{\alpha \gamma} \) is negative and territory \( \gamma \) is not too inferior to territory \( \beta \), it is optimal to bypass the intermediate territory \( \beta \) (\( D^* = \{\alpha, \gamma\} \)) and the optimal compensation is PRG. When the correlation is very positive and territory \( \gamma \) is not too inferior to territory \( \beta \), it is once again optimal to bypass the intermediate territory \( \beta \) (\( D^* = \{\alpha, \gamma\} \)) but now the optimal compensation is a tournament. Conversely, when territory \( \gamma \) is significantly inferior to territory \( \beta \) or when territory \( \gamma \) is close (but still inferior) to territory \( \beta \) and \( \rho_{\alpha \gamma} \) is moderate, it is optimal to allocate salespeople to the two most productive territories (\( D^* = \{\alpha, \beta\} \)) and the optimal compensation is PR, noG.

Notice that many of these insights could be applied to the firm’s territory design choices as well. Our results imply that a firm could consider the intentional design of either negatively or positively correlated territories. The results in our lemmas and propositions support that the firm would find it optimal to design either strongly negatively correlated territories (and use group commission compensation contracts) or strongly positively correlated territories (and use tournaments as compensation contracts). These solutions are optimal only if the territory design thus chosen does not sacrifice baseline sales, or the productivity of sales effort of these territories, too much.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Taking into account insights from multiple literatures, this paper considers a sales force allocation and compensation model in which a firm can allocate salespeople to territories of different sales potential characteristics to maximize profitability. Our research shows that taking into account inter-territory correlation in sales outcomes, and factoring this into sales force compensation, binds together the territory allocation decision and the compensation decision when managing risk-averse salespeople.

We find that allocating salespeople to negatively correlated sales territories beneficially diversifies each salesperson’s own portfolio of sales outcomes when compensation includes a group incentive component, and can improve profitability even when this allocation involves decreasing the average territory sales performance across the sales force. Merely diversifying the sales force by allocating salespeople to territories of different types is insufficient to coordinate the channel and can actually decrease profitability for the firm. When group incentives are offered without diversifying the sales force into negatively correlated sales-territory types, the firm’s profits also decrease.

The logic for this key result is that the allocation of salespeople to negatively correlated sales territories, combined with the aggregation of individual
sales outcomes through a group incentive pay component, effectively diversifies the reward each individual salesperson accrues in return for effort in his own single territory. Thus, the risk inherent in exerting high effort levels in a territory subject to the possibility of adverse outcomes is reduced; the salary-based risk premium the firm needs to pay to the salespeople therefore falls, which increases the firm’s profits.

From a methodological point of view, this insight is reminiscent of the finance literature on portfolio diversification. However, in the portfolio diversification literature, the productivity (i.e., returns) of individual stocks does not change with their inclusion in (or exclusion from) the portfolio itself; thus, the returns from any given stock are treated as parametric to the portfolio diversification process itself. By contrast, in the sales force allocation problem we attack here, the very offering of a group commission (which effectively diversifies the salesperson’s portfolio) in fact can be expected to affect the salesperson’s optimal effort level and therefore also can affect key firm-level outcomes of sales and profitability. In effect, the choice to diversify the portfolio itself affects the returns from individual “stocks” (salespeople’s sales outcomes in our context) in the portfolio. This necessarily requires us to integrate the finance portfolio approach with an agency theory approach to appropriately solve the problem of optimal territory allocation and sales force compensation.

Our results also show that a “balanced” allocation of salespeople across multiple territories, coupled with a group commission, is profitable when salespeople are risk-averse, the sales potentials of candidate territories are not too different, the expected sales outcomes of different territories are negatively correlated, and the total number of salespeople is not large.

Comparing these results with the standard results from portfolio allocation theory we notice a number of differences summarized in Table 2.

| Table 2 Portfolio of Financial Assets vs. Portfolio of Salespeople |
|--------------------|--------------------|
| Portfolio of assets | Portfolio of salespeople |
| Allocation to both negatively and positively correlated assets can be profitable | Only allocation to negatively correlated territories can be profitable |
| Profitability of portfolio diversification does not change purely with the number of assets in the portfolio | Profitability of portfolio diversification decreases with an increase in the number of salespeople in the portfolio |
| No restrictions in the split of assets (highly imbalanced split between assets are possible) | Restriction on the split of salespeople between territory types: either extreme split allocations (all salespeople in the same territory type) or balanced split allocations (similar number of salespeople in each territory type) |

A firm may, in general, have access to territory allocations involving positively correlated territory sales outcomes as well as negatively correlated ones. Our findings indicate that a group incentive component has no diversification benefits when sales outcomes are positively correlated across territories. However, the existing literature on tournaments suggests that a tournament can be superior to a pure piece-rate plan when the territories involved have strong positive correlation in outcomes. We therefore also compare amongst the pure piece-rate, our combined piece-rate plus group incentive pay plans, and a tournament compensation structure.

We find that the tournament compensation structure is infeasible under a wide variety of conditions, specifically when salespeople are too risk-averse, when within-territory sales variances are too small, and when inter-territory differences in sales potential are too great (although an appropriate hand-capping scheme could battle this latter problem). Furthermore, even when a tournament is implementable (i.e., causes salespeople to exert high effort), it can be outperformed by either a pure piece-rate plan when the correlation between territories’ outcomes is weak enough, in addition to the above factors. In general, our results show that the conditions favoring a particular joint choice of territory allocation (between negatively correlated or positively correlated territory types) and compensation structure are as shown in Table 3.

In analyzing the scenarios in this research, we considered the main elements that are commonly studied in analytical models of sales force compensation: baseline sales, sales effort productivity, sales uncertainty (variance), disutility of sales effort, and risk aversion. We also considered the covariance in sales across territories and the type of compensation plan offered.
However, other elements such as differences in product margins across territories or heterogeneity either in salespeople’s abilities or in minimum utilities for different territories could also affect firms’ territory allocation and compensation choices. Our results provide indications of the effects of these factors as well. For instance, we anticipate that if a territory supports the sales of products with higher margins, the impact on sales territory allocation should be similar to that of a territory that supports higher productivity of selling effort. Nevertheless, future research could scrutinize the effects of these other factors on a firm’s choice of territory allocations in more detail.

In sum, this research shows that joint consideration of the territory alignment and sales force compensation decisions can improve the profitability of the firm, and can overturn the predictions one has for the profitability of either decision alone. Although the contributing literatures are all individually useful to our problem, none fully captures the opportunities open to the firm that capitalizes on the interaction between allocation and compensation decisions for the sales force. Despite these contributions of the current research, future investigations can move our understanding forward even further. For example, the management of very large sales forces may lead to insights about subclustering of salespeople into smaller groups; such practices may help curb the incentive to free-ride while retaining the benefits of coinsurance. Other research could investigate the implications of team selling or salespeople’s perceptions of fairness of the joint territory allocation and compensation decisions. Finally, the development of more in-depth examples like our summary of The Care of Trees, and even full statistical examination across many sales forces, will add more insight to the options available for sales force managers.
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